
As communities cope with the "new normal," it's critical to 
understand how to guide unemployed and at-risk workers along 
successful career paths. The Workforce Command Center shows 
you local real-time labor market and unemployed trends, such as 

the most in-demand occupations, industries, and employers 
hiring in a location, and recommends re-skilling pathways for 
workers affected by the COVID crisis and changing economy. 
This dashboard will enables users to answer: 

• What types of jobs have declined as a result of the COVID
crisis? What in-demand opportunities do unemployed
workers already have the skills to pursue?

• Where are the active employed opportunities? What skills
do workers need to get jobs in in-demand occupations and
industries?

• How can workforce developers design career pathways for
unemployed and underemployed workers?

• What programs should local providers scale up to meet the
needs of the new post-COVID economy?

Burning Glass 

Technologies 

introduces the 

Workforce Command 

Center, your resource 

for the most up-to-

date labor market 

data to efficiently 

guide workers to 

relevant, in-deamnd 

jobs in your 

community today. 
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Workforce Command CenterTM

Getting your communities back to work in a post-COVID world. 



INSIGHTS INTO THE JOB MARKET
The Workforce Command Center provides a user-friendly dashboard with 
the most up-to-date labor market information, allowing users to filter and 
view data by occupation, industry, employer, salary, education level, and 
location. This data will assist agencies in guiding workers along successful 
career paths, make decisions on which programs to scale and grow, and 
find hidden talents within the community.  

UPSKILL YOUR COMMUNITY
Use the Workforce Command Center to identify which industries have the 
most potential to grow and identify relevant talent or the skills gaps within 
your workforce. This data will show users how to create targeted training 
programs to bring the current workforce up to speed.  

REBUILD YOUR 

ECONOMY WITH 

TRUSTED, REAL-

TIME DATA
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Burning Glass Technologies is an analytics software company that has cracked the genetic code of an ever-changing labor 

market. Powered by the world’s largest and most sophisticated database of labor market data and talent, we deliver real-

time data and breakthrough planning tools that inform careers, define Learning and Development programs, and share 

workforces. 

WORKFORCE COMMAND CENTER: CONTACT US FOR A PERSONALIZED DEMONSTRATION.




